Introduction: Part II
story, and then commonly repeated at the end to drive home the
moral. I also pointed out the differences between our argumenta and
these catchword stanzas of the fable. " The Pancatantra verses are
skilful devices for weaving each story into its setting. Of this there
is nothing in the Vikramacarita; the stories all stand baldly by them-
selves, and are not, like the Pancatantra fables, even supposed each
to fit and illustrate a certain definite occasion or emergency. ... It
seems not unlikely that they (the argumenta of JR) were meant to
imitate the catch-verses of the fables, and were made up and inserted
for that purpose by the redactor of the Jainistic archetype." (L. c.)
In fact, the argumenta stand completely outside of the stories to which
they belong, and wholly detacht from them; they are rather bits of
comprest narrative, summing up the following or preceding story,
than verses intended to point the " moral " thereof, like the fable
catch-verses. I wish to emphasize what seem to me the distinctive
peculiarities of the argumenta, because I evidently failed in my article
to make my view of them clear to Professor Hertel. He writes me
under date of Jan. 1, 1913: " Derartige argumenta sind seit altester
Zeit literarisches Herkommen in der Erzahlungsliteratur. Ihr Fehlen,
nicht ihr Vorhandensein, ist unnormal." I think that if Professor
Hertel will examine closely the argumenta of JR, he will agree with
me that they are quite different in character from the catch-verses
of the fable, which are evidently what he refers to as " literarisches
Herkommen in der Erzahlungsliteratur." In fact, they are so dif-
ferent that Weber (who can scarcely be supposed to have been insuffi-
ciently familiar with the general standards of Hindu story literature!)
did not even think of comparing them, but went to Latin comedy to
find a parallel (p. £04).
But whatever one may think as to the degree of success with which
these argumenta imitate the pattern on which it seems to me (as to
Hertel) that they were modeled, I think it is hardly doubtful that
they were inserted secondarily in JR. I should be inclined to believe
this on internal evidence alone; they give distinctly the impression
of not being an organic part of the text in JR.1 And since none of the
other recensions, which can be shown on other grounds to represent
1 For instance, they sometimes do not entirely agree, in details of the story, with the
prose narrative with which they are associated. This is the case with the argumenta
to Stories 4,9,10, and 13, which see. Some of the variations may be due to the neces-<
sity of summarizing a whole story in one or two verses; as for instance, in the argu-
meDfozm to Story 17, where the name of lOng Candrapekhara is abbreviated to Candra,
because the longer name would riot fit in the meter. In some cases the argumentum

